
Welcome to P7B 
P7B are taught by Mr Schoolar Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday and Miss Nicoll on a Thursday. 

The children may receive support throughout the week from our general assistant, Mrs Glass and learning 

assistant Mrs Moore. The class will have music with Mrs Carter on a Thursday, PE with Mrs Mannall on a 

Wednesday and Mr Schoolar on a Friday. P7B will have extra ICT sessions with Mr Schoolar on a 

Thursday. We hope all children have a fantastic year in P7B. 

Important Dates 
8.4.24—First day back 

6.5.24—May Day holiday 

20.5.24—Health Week (P.E kit all week) 

24.5.24—Sports Day 

27.5.24—M&M Theatre—The Hobbit 

31.5.24—Reports for Parents/Carers 

18.6.24-20.6.24—Transition days @ Annan Academy 

24.6.24—Visit from ROM principals 

27.6.24—P7 Leaver’s Ceremony 

1.7.24—Last day of P7 

Class Rules 

Have friendships with all. 

Be kind. 

Make healthy choices. 

Encourage others. 

Ask for help. 

Treat everyone and everything with respect. 



Literacy 
This term we shall be reading Kensuke’s Kingdom by 

Michael Morpurgo.  

Much of our writing will be linked to our WW2 topic. We 

will be writing newspaper reports and imaginative stories.  

In talking and listening we will undertake a variety of 

activities to help us learn vital skills for work and life. 

We shall continue to work on our comprehension skills 

using a range of Higher Order Thinking questions linked 

to passages from our topics. 

Curricular Areas 

P.E - We will be focussing on athletics to prepare for Sports’ Day as well 
as developing  ball skill games such as rugby, football, lacrosse, tennis 
and hockey.   

Art– Many of our art activities will be based on our topics for this term.  

R.M.E - We will be comparing and contrasting the religions of Islam and 
Christianity.  

German/French - We will be revising all concepts learnt throughout 
primary school. There will be lots of opportunities to practise reading, 
writing and talking in a foreign language. 

Health - This term we will be drugs and substance misuse and sexual 
health.  

To pic 

 

This term we will  continue to learn about World War 

2. We will look at preparation for war and look in 

depth at some of the key events during the period. The 

children will also get opportunities to lead their 

learning by choosing areas of the war to do personal 

research on. 

 

Maths 
 

SAMSON - We will focus division whilst recapping all 

other learnt topics from this year to ensure speed and 

accuracy.  

Octagons— This term we will start to work on angles, 

algebra, patterns, ratios, negative numbers and money. 

Hexagons– This term we will continue to work on all 4 

processes whilst introducing  

time, money, angles and basic algebra.     


